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Chapter 1 : Harry Potter And The Order Of The Phoenix Audiobook - Stephen Fry
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix is a fantasy novel written by British author J. K. Rowling and the fifth novel in
the Harry Potter series.

Plot[ edit ] During summer vacation with his aunt Petunia and uncle Vernon , year-old Harry Potter and his
cousin Dudley are attacked by Dementors. After using magic to save Dudley and himself, Harry is almost
expelled from Hogwarts, but the decision is later reversed after a hearing at the Ministry of Magic. Harry is
whisked off by a group of wizards including Mad-Eye Moody, Professor Lupin, and several new faces,
including Nymphadora Tonks, a bubbly young witch who is a Metamorphmagus a wizard who can change
their appearance without a potion or spell , and Kingsley Shacklebolt, a senior Auror, to Number 12,
Grimmauld Place , the childhood home of his godfather, Sirius Black. The building also serves as the
headquarters of the Order of the Phoenix , of which Mr. Weasley and Sirius are also members. From the
members of the Order, Harry and the others learn that Voldemort is seeking an object that he did not have
prior to his first defeat, and assume this object to be a weapon of some sort. Umbridge and Harry clash, as she,
like Fudge, refuses to believe that Voldemort has returned. She punishes Harry for his rebellious outbursts by
having him write "I must not tell lies" with a cursed quill that carves the phrase into his skin. Struggling to
find a place to practise, Dobby the house elf tells him about the Room of Requirement and its uses.
Meanwhile, Rubeus Hagrid has not yet returned from the secret mission given to him by Dumbledore at the
end of the previous book, and is absent for the first part of the school year. Upon his return, Harry, Ron, and
Hermione learn that his mission, which was mostly unsuccessful, was to seek out the last giants to stop them
from joining Lord Voldemort. Dumbledore arranges for Harry to take Occlumency lessons with Professor
Snape to protect his mind against further invasions by Voldemort. When Dumbledore takes responsibility for
the illegal organisation, he is forced to leave the school and go into hiding. Dolores Umbridge becomes
headmistress, and Fred and George cause pandemonium around the school in revenge. Harry is shocked to
witness his father, James Potter , and Sirius bullying and humiliating Snape. Snape catches Harry and,
enraged, refuses to continue the lessons. Suspecting that he will be next teacher to be sacked by Umbridge,
Hagrid confesses to Harry, Ron and Hermione that he has brought his giant half-brother, Grawp, to Hogwarts,
and hidden him in the Forbidden Forest, with the intention of eventually introducing him to human society.
Hagrid asks the three of them to look after Grawp if he himself must leave the school. Sure enough, Umbridge
leads a party of Aurors to attack Hagrid in his house one night. Hagrid overpowers them and flees the school;
McGonagall, trying to disrupt the violence, is badly injured and is put in St. On the last day of O. Snape is
summoned to provide Veritaserum in order to question Harry, but he claims to have no further stocks of the
potion left. She also reveals she herself ordered the Dementor attack on him, intending to have him either
silenced or discredited. Harry and Hermione lead her into an area of the forest inhabited by centaurs, where
Umbridge provokes them into taking her captive. The centaurs are furious upon learning that Hermione used
them to do her bidding and turn on the pair, but Grawp arrives and clashes with the centaurs, allowing Harry
and Hermione to escape. Luna, Ron, Ginny, and Neville join them in the forest and all six fly to the Ministry
on thestrals , expecting to find and rescue Sirius. Death Eaters led by Lucius Malfoy attack in order to capture
the sphere, which is a recording of a prophecy concerning Harry and Lord Voldemort, which is revealed to be
the object Voldemort has been trying to obtain for the whole year, the Dark Lord believing that there was
something he missed when he first heard the prophecy. Lucius explains that only the subjects of the
prophecies, in this case Harry or Voldemort, can safely remove them from the shelves. During a heated fight
Neville accidentally kicks and smashes the prophecy. Harry and his friends, soon joined by members of the
Order, enter a battle with the Death Eaters, during which Bellatrix Lestrange kills Sirius and Voldemort
himself arrives to kill Harry, but Dumbledore rescues him and climatically fights the Dark Lord to a stalemate.
In the midst of the duel, Voldemort unsuccessfully tries to possess Harry in an attempt to get Dumbledore to
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kill the boy, then escapes just as Cornelius Fudge appears, finally faced with first-hand evidence that
Voldemort has truly returned. After Harry failed to return from the Forbidden Forest, Snape deduced where he
had gone and alerted the Order of the Phoenix, allowing them to save Harry and his friends. Dumbledore then
explains the prophecy: Before Harry was born, Professor Trelawney predicted that a boy with the power to
defeat Voldemort would be born, would be marked as an equal by Voldemort and have powers unknown to
him, and that one of the pair must kill the other, for "neither can live while the other survives". Voldemort
learnt of the first part of the prophecy, and subsequently tried to murder Harry in the belief that he could
prevent it from coming true, unaware that he would grant Harry power by doing so. Harry comes to terms with
the responsibility of the prophecy, but mourns for the loss of his godfather. Harry then finds an old hand-held
mirror in his dormitory that was a gift from Sirius. He realises that Sirius would not want him to be depressed
on the matter, and resolves to continue fighting Voldemort. Publication and release[ edit ] Potter fans waited
three years between the releases of the fourth and fifth books. As Harry gets older, Rowling gets better.
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Chapter 2 : Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix - Ebook pdf and epub
This special edition of Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix has a gorgeous new cover illustration by Kazu Kibuishi.
Inside is the full text of the original novel, with decorations by Mary GrandPrÃ©.

Book description Harry is in his fifth year at Hogwarts School as the adventures continue. There is a door at
the end of a silent corridor. Why else would he be waking in the middle of the night, screaming in terror?
Harry has a lot on his mind for this, his fifth year at Hogwarts: But all these things pale next to the growing
threat of He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named, one that neither the magical government nor the authorities at
Hogwarts can stop. As the grasp of darkness tightens, Harry must discover the true depth and strength of his
friends, the importance of boundless loyalty, and the shocking price of unbearable sacrifice. His fate depends
on them all. The book that took the world by storm. In his fifth year at Hogwarts, Harry faces challenges at
every turn, from the dark threat of He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named and the unreliability of the government of
the magical world to the rise of Ron Weasley as the Keeper of the Gryffindor Quidditch Team. Along the way
he learns about the strength of his friends, the fierceness of his enemies, and the meaning of sacrifice. And his
reward was to be stuck in Little Whinging for four solid weeks, completely cut off from the magical world He
is constantly rummaging through bins for old newspapers, searching for front-page news about the return of
Lord Voldemort in the Daily Prophet. Harry immediately denies it and when Harry takes out his wand and
pretends to curse Dudley with it; a cold chill comes onto the duo and Harry and Dudley are then attacked by
Dementors. Harry attempts the Patronus Charm three times and is successful on the last try, and is surprised to
find Mrs Figg , his old, cat-loving neighbour, storming up the road towards the two teenagers. He tries to hide
his wand, but she tells him to keep it out in case more of them show up. She is furious about Mundungus
Fletcher , who was supposed to be watching Harry and Disapparated from the front of 4 Privet Drive only
moments earlier. A Peck of Owls "Ministry of Magic? People like you in government? The two take a
Demented Dudley back to Privet Drive, where Mrs Figg mentions she was sent by Dumbledore to watch over
Harry and also kept his visits to her house boring so the Dursleys would not send Harry elsewhere if he were
happy. After Mundungus Fletcher shows up, Mrs Figg scolds him for his foolish actions before sending him to
inform Dumbledore of this situation so he can act quickly. Just before they part, Harry learns that Dumbledore
has been keeping him under observation in order to protect him after what had happened with Voldemort last
month. When Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon notice Dudley in his sickly state they fawn over him and Harry
attempts to slip away, but Dudley speaks and assumes that Harry attacked him with some sort of spell since
Muggles cannot see Dementors. Before Harry attempts to run away before Ministry officials would come by
to destroy his wand, another letter from Arthur Weasley arrives telling Harry that Dumbledore is trying to sort
this out and to stay put in his house, not surrender his wand, and not to perform any more magic. As Harry is
explaining that the Dementors are responsible, Petunia surprisingly shows she has some knowledge of the
Dementors. Before she has an opportunity to open the letter, it bursts into flames and a menacing voice says,
"Remember my last, Petunia". Petunia then immediately convinces her husband to let Harry remain at Privet
Drive and tells Harry that he needs to stay in his room. They are members of the Order of the Phoenix , an
elite group whose members fight Lord Voldemort and the Death Eaters. Lupin reveals that their destination is
a hidden place that is much safer than the Burrow. Lupin leaves a note for the Dursleys, then the entire group
begins a long flight on broomsticks. After flying through the cold night, they land at their destination and
Moody gives Harry a piece of parchment that mentions their headquarters, 12 Grimmauld Place. We thought
we heard your dulcet tones. While the Order of the Phoenix are having a meeting, Mrs Weasley takes Harry to
the room where Ron and Hermione are before heading back. Harry converses with Hermione and Ron and
learns to his ire that Dumbledore was the reason he had no contact from his friends all summer, though Ron
and Hermione were uncomfortable with this knowing how Harry would feel. Fred and George then appear
magically through Apparition , revealing to Harry they passed their test, followed by Ginny walking into the
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room and tells the twins it is now pointless for them to spy on the meetings anymore. Also that Bill has moved
back to England to be closer to the family and has been teaching the former Triwizard champion Fleur
Delacour who has also been working at Gringotts in order to improve her English, while Charlie has been
given the task of recruiting foreign wizards to their cause. Harry also learns that the Ministry has been using
the Daily Prophet to build on what Rita Skeeter started and is portraying Harry as some "attention-seeking
liar". After being called down for dinner, Tonks accidentally trips on an umbrella stand, which causes too
much noise, and the portrait of a woman responds with strong cursing. While helping on closing the curtains,
Sirius shows up and reveals the woman in the portrait is his mother. While they are setting up for dinner,
Sirius reveals that compared to Harry, he has been confined in the house for a month since he is still a wanted
criminal and that Voldemort and the Death Eaters would know he is an Animagus by now due to Wormtail
informing them, which makes him almost useless to the Order. After dinner, Sirius tries to tell Harry about the
latest events and about their plans but Molly keeps saying that Harry is too young and that Dumbledore told
them not to tell Harry "more than he needs to know". After the two argue about it, Molly reluctantly allows
Harry and everyone else but Ginny to stay and listen. Harry learns that Voldemort is keeping a low profile and
is building an army. Another reason the Order is having trouble with finding allies is the issue of their
credibility. Sirius is a wanted murderer, Lupin is a werewolf, and the members that work for the Ministry
would lose their jobs since Fudge is willing to sack anyone just for disagreeing with him. Sirius attempts to
mention that Voldemort is trying to retrieve a "weapon The Noble and Most Ancient House of Black Kreacher
"He got in so far, then panicked about what he was being asked to do and tried to back out. Harry notices an
old tapestry, that Sirius sarcastically explains is the family tree of the "Noble and Most Ancient House of
Black". Sirius mentions that his brother was killed, presumably for attempting to abandon the Death Eaters.
After Molly calls them down for lunch, Harry stays with Sirius and Sirius explains more about his family.
Both she and Narcissa had a sister, Bellatrix , who was sent to Azkaban. Fountain near the entrance to the
Ministry Chapter 7: Sirius reminds Harry not to lose his temper during the hearing. Harry is nervous over the
possibility of being expelled from Hogwarts, but Lupin assures Harry that underage wizards are allowed to use
magic in life-threatening situations. After spending time on the lift getting to the Department of Magical Law
Enforcement and then putting on an act with Kingsley about Sirius Black due to the need to keep their
affiliation secret. Since the lift does not descend that far, Harry and Mr Weasley race down the stairs the rest
of the way after getting off. Just outside the courtroom, Mr Weasley stops, telling Harry that he must face the
hearing alone. Harry at his disciplinary hearing Chapter 8: Cornelius Fudge is acting as the head of the
Wizengamot , and Harry is also surprised to see Percy Weasley acting as scribe, although Percy refuses to
look at Harry. After Dumbledore arrives, Fudge starts the trial without giving Harry a chance to defend
himself. Once Harry gets the chance to explain about the Dementors, Fudge labels his statement a convenient
lie, but Dumbledore is able to produce a reliable witness: Mrs Figg, whom Percy brings in. Mrs Figg is able to
describe the attack and confirms that the Dementors attacked Harry and Dudley. When Fudge points out the
unlikelihood of Dementors in Little Whinging, Dumbledore suggests that someone within the Ministry
ordered them there. Fudge however, refuses to accept any of this as evidence and while Dumbledore reminds
him that magic can be used in these extraordinary circumstances. When the Wizengamot takes a vote, Harry is
cleared of all charges with more than half of the Wizengamot raising their hands to clear him, though Fudge is
slightly angry when he casts the verdict. Dumbledore leaves before Harry can thank him. Oh, Ron, how
wonderful! Mr Weasley is surprised that Harry was tried before the entire Wizengamot, as they are also
leaving the courtroom, with some showing them recognition, while others, like Fudge and Percy, completely
ignore them. Arthur decides to take Harry back to Grimmauld Place before he heads out on an assignment. On
their way they see Fudge meeting with Lucius Malfoy.
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There present variety of reasons behind it due to which the readers quit reading the eBooks at their first most
effort to utilize them. Nevertheless, there exist some techniques that could help the readers to really have a
nice and successful reading experience. A person ought to fix the suitable brightness of display before reading
the eBook. Due to this they suffer from eye sores and headaches. The very best option to overcome this
serious problem is to decrease the brightness of the displays of eBook by making specific changes in the
settings. A good eBook reader should be installed. It will be useful to really have a great eBook reader to be
able to have a good reading experience and high quality eBook display. You may also use free software that
could offer the readers with many functions to the reader than just an easy platform to read the desired
eBooks. You can even save all your eBooks in the library that is also provided to the user by the software
program and have a superb display of all your eBooks as well as get them by identifying them from their
particular cover. Besides offering a place to save all your precious eBooks, the eBook reader software even
give you a large number of attributes in order to enhance your eBook reading experience in relation to the
standard paper books. You may also enhance your eBook reading experience with help of alternatives
provided by the software program for example the font size, full display mode, the certain variety of pages that
need to be exhibited at once and also change the colour of the backdrop. You need to take appropriate breaks
after specific intervals while reading. Constant reading your eBook on the computer screen for a long time
without taking any break can cause you headache, cause your neck pain and suffer from eye sores and in
addition cause night blindness. So, it is critical to provide your eyes rest for a while by taking breaks after
specific time intervals. This will help you to prevent the problems that otherwise you may face while reading
an eBook constantly. While reading the eBooks, you need to prefer to read enormous text. It is suggested to
read the eBook with huge text. So, increase the size of the text of the eBook while reading it at the screen.
Despite the fact that this may mean you will have less text on each page and greater number of page turning,
you will be able to read your wanted eBook with great convenience and have a good reading experience with
better eBook display. It is suggested not to go for reading the eBook in fullscreen mode. Though it might seem
simple to read with full-screen without turning the page of the eBook quite frequently, it place lot of stress on
your eyes while reading in this mode. Constantly prefer to read the eBook in the exact same length that will be
similar to the printed book. This really is so, because your eyes are used to the span of the printed book and it
would be comfortable for you to read in the same manner. By using different techniques of page turn you
could also boost your eBook encounter. You can try many methods to turn the pages of eBook to improve
your reading experience. Check out whether you can turn the page with some arrow keys or click a certain
portion of the screen, apart from using the mouse to handle everything. Lesser the movement you must make
while reading the eBook better will be your reading experience. Specialized issues One difficulty on eBook
readers with LCD screens is that it is not going to take long before you strain your eyes from reading. This
will definitely help to make reading easier. By using every one of these effective techniques, you can
definitely enhance your eBook reading experience to a terrific extent. This advice will help you not only to
prevent particular risks which you may face while reading eBook consistently but also facilitate you to relish
the reading experience with great comfort. The download link provided above is randomly linked to our ebook
promotions or third-party advertisements and not to download the ebook that we reviewed. We recommend to
buy the ebook to support the author. Thank you for reading.
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Chapter 4 : SparkNotes: Harry Potter and The Order of the Phoenix
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix is a fantasy novel written by J. K. Rowling and the fifth novel in the Harry
Potter series. It follows Harry Potter's struggles through his fifth year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry,
including the surreptitious return of the antagonist Lord Voldemort, O.W.L. exams, and an obstructive Ministry of Magic.

Rowling - it is also the fifth film in the Harry Potter film series. The adaptation was released on the 11 July ,
and the script was written by Michael Goldenberg. An extremely baffled Dudley is taken back to Privet Drive
accompanied by Mrs Figg , a squib who is a neighbour of Harry and was told by Dumbledore to keep an eye
on him. Later, a Howler from Mafalda Hopkirk of the Ministry arrives for Harry and tells him he is expelled
from Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for using magic in front of a Muggle. The Order of the
Phoenix comes and collects Harry while Alastor Moody reveals that Dumbledore ordered his expulsion order
suspended in favour of a disciplinary hearing. Harry also has many nightmares about the events that had
happened the previous year, including the death of Cedric Diggory and the rejuvenation of Voldemort. Mrs
Figg gives testimony as a witness of the event. Dumbledore tells Fudge that Voldemort could be behind the
Dementor attack, but Fudge refuses to believe that Voldemort is back. In the end, Harry is cleared of all
charges, because Dumbledore reminds them that, expelling him from the school for using a charm to defend
himself against Dementors is unjustifiable, as it is not forbidden for even an underage wizard to use magic in a
matter of life or death. This leads to her sacking Professor Trelawney, but she is stopped from throwing her
out of Hogwarts altogether by Professor Dumbledore, who tells Professor McGonagall to escort Trelawney
back inside. When Umbridge begins to argue about his actions, Dumbledore tells her that she has the right to
sack teachers but not to banish them from the grounds. The DA members decide to find a secret place in the
castle where all willing students can come and learn. Neville Longbottom finds the Room of Requirement, a
hidden room in Hogwarts that gives those inside things they need. The students use the room to train, and
Harry begins a relationship with Cho Chang. Harry has a vision of an attack on Arthur Weasley in the
Department of Mysteries, saving his life. The Occlumency lessons causes Harry to begin distancing himself
from his friends. Umbridge, who had taken many of the acquaintances of Harry into questioning, finds out
about how to get in the Room of Requirement through Cho, who she had illegally used Veritaserum on, and
the Inquisitorial Squad consisting of Draco Malfoy, Vincent Crabbe, Gregory Goyle, Pansy Parkinson, and a
few others from Slytherin break in. When they attempt to take him to Azkaban, Dumbledore escapes with
Fawkes, his phoenix. Livid at the intrusion, Snape refuses to keep teaching Harry Occlumency, ordering him
out. During an examination, the Weasley twins revolt and set off assorted fireworks in the Great Hall, causing
chaos for Umbridge and destroying her many oppressive decrees. At the end of this event the twins leave
Hogwarts to great celebration and jubilation from both the student body and even some of the teachers, nearly
all of whom have grown to despise the pompous and sadistic Umbridge. Following the departure of the twins,
Harry has a vision of Sirius being tortured by Voldemort within the Department of Mysteries. At first,
Umbridge tries to get Snape to use more Veritaserum on Harry to force the truth out of him, but Snape calmly
informs her that Umbridge already used the last of it on among others , Cho Chang. He then departs,
seemingly ignoring a coded warning that Harry sends to him. But I must not tell lies. They go looking for him
in the Department of Mysteries. After many failures to locate the Hall of Prophecies , they come across the
prophecy of Harry Potter and Lord Voldemort. A short battle ensues, and the Death Eaters take hold of
everyone but Harry, threatening to kill them if he does not surrender the prophecy. In the midst of the battle,
Sirius punches Lucius, causing him to drop the prophecy. Shortly after Lucius is defeated, Bellatrix strikes
him with the Avada Kedavra curse, killing him. Devastated and infuriated, Harry chases Bellatrix out to the
Atrium and hits her with the Cruciatus Curse, downing her. A short but intense battle ensues between
Voldemort and Dumbledore, and Bellatrix escapes in the chaos. When the Ministry officials arrive, Voldemort
disapparates in an attempt to escape unnoticed, but does not succeed; the Ministry officials are able to catch a
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glimpse of him and Cornelius Fudge is forced to admit that the Dark Lord is indeed back in power and resigns
as minister in disgrace. Umbridge is fired from Hogwarts, Lucius Malfoy is sent to Azkaban , and Dumbledore
is reinstated as headmaster. Upon their return, Dumbledore and Harry discuss the prophecy, and Harry
discovers that in the end, only one can live, and that he and Voldemort are destined to fight each other one last
time. Though this revelation is sobering, Harry ends his school year standing by his friends, optimistic about
the future because he knows that they have something Voldemort does not: Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix The theatrical running time is minutes.
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Chapter 5 : SparkNotes: Harry Potter and The Order of the Phoenix: Plot Overview
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix is the fifth book in J. K. Rowling's Harry Potter book series. It was one of the
most widely-anticipated books of the series, since there was a wait of three years between it and the previous book,
Goblet of Fire.

It is a phenomenon that one struggles to imagine the more austere cultural critics commentating on without
perplexity. What would Walter Benjamin have had to say about it? That its popularity was a symptom of a
mass regression to infancy, perhaps? And besides, what highbrow critic ever dismissed Wagner because of his
use of magical elements? To complain about her, shall we say, conservative imagination, her somewhat stilted
dialogue, or, as one critic cruelly put it, her "mumsy and artless prose", is in a sense to miss the point. The
target audience, semi-officially, is in the nine-to age range, and on those terms, the books are infallible. Harry
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix also delivers more of the same, a shade more grown up, with extra
explanation of the back story. Rowling has not been asleep at the wheel in the three years since the last Potter
novel, and I am pleased to report that she has not confused sheer length with inspiration. As for "mumsy and
artless" - that was my line, in this paper, when I compared Rowling unfavourably with Ursula Le Guin, who
also wrote a series of books beginning with a young would-be adept being sent to wizard school in order for
him to enhance and discipline his power, and learn to confront his destiny. But reading this book has made me
now realise that the comparison is specious - the two authors are barely involved in the same process at all. Le
Guin writes seriously; Rowling writes just the way an year-old would ideally like to write. That said, the
learning process throughout Potter is slow. And who ordains sanctity? And is this getting too picky? There is
an unavoidable element of redundancy to them, as the whole sequence is already chiefly about the processes
of his mind. She has to be very careful with what he does and says. It is important for such characters to be
like ideal fathers: Dumbledore spends a good deal of time in The Order of the Phoenix as a fugitive - he is
sacked as headmaster - and this expulsion from Eden is an almost inevitable development for Rowling, as it is
for Potter and the reader. Tellingly, Hagrid, the half-giant who teaches "care of magical creatures", is absent
for much of the novel, and it occurred to me that one of the conditions of maturity is having to leave such
lovable grotesques behind. Something quite upsettingly dramatic is going to have to happen to him by the time
the seventh book is over, you mark my words. One of the matters that Rowling addresses here is the
establishment of first principles, as important as plot-lines in magical worlds. When you have magic in
operation, and non-metaphorical magic at that, the attentive child is going to be very keen to ask: Le Guin,
Tolkien and CS Lewis all ultimately had to connive in the dismantling of their own magical worlds, but this
may not be an option open to Rowling. We do, though, get good enough explanations as to why some people
die and never return, and some do return, but as ghosts, and why Harry still lives with the Dursleys. One
question that had bothered me as much as anything else was whether these Muggle relatives were ever going
to be granted a shred of humanity. In this book one of them is, if fleetingly; and so, interestingly, is Snape,
whose cinematic incarnation in the supremely charismatic form of Alan Rickman tells against his
charmlessness in the novels. So Rowling is pacing herself very well, then, and on her own terms. The
pressures Rowling is under, both to deliver and not to crack up, are almost inconceivable. You have to hand it
to her.
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Chapter 6 : Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix : J. K. Rowling :
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix: One good example is Hermione, who in the German version (of all the Potter
films/books) is named Hermine.

Casting[ edit ] Casting began as early as May , when Radcliffe announced he would reprise his role as Harry.
Evanna Lynch won the role of Luna Lovegood over 15, other girls who attended the open casting call, [17]
waiting in a line of hopefuls that stretched a mile long. The announcement that Bonham Carter had been recast
in the role was made on 25 May The inclusion or cutting of some characters sparked speculation from fans as
to the importance of the characters in the final book of the series, which was released just ten days after the
film. A week later WB announced that the role was "very minor", allaying some of the speculation to the
significance of the role, which, before the final book, was not even a speaking part. Tiana Benjamin was
scheduled to return for the film in the role of Angelina Johnson , the captain of the Gryffindor Quidditch team,
but she had to withdraw due to a commitment to playing Chelsea Fox in EastEnders. The character, as well as
the entire Quidditch subplot, was ultimately cut from the film. She did, however, record sound clips for the
Order of the Phoenix video game. David has made films in the UK about politics without being heavy handed.
Facing the fact that the authority is corrupted means having a non-conformist approach to reality and power.
Michael Goldenberg , who was considered to pen the first film in the series, filled in and wrote the script. The
atrium in the Ministry of Magic is over feet in length, making it the largest and most expensive set built for the
Potter film series to date. During a fight scene which occurs there, prophecies crash to the ground and break;
had it been an actual physical set, the reset time would have been weeks. The set was redressed with "fluffy,
pink filigree" and a number of plates upon which moving kittens were animated in post-production. However,
some material had to be cut out in the final edit, as the movie was 45 minutes too long. Working for six
months on previsualisation starting in September , Double Negative was largely responsible for sequences in
the Room of Requirement , the Forbidden Forest , the Hall of Prophecies , and the Death Chamber. Harry
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix soundtrack Nicholas Hooper was the composer for the soundtrack of the
film, following John Williams , who scored the first three films, and Patrick Doyle , who did the fourth. The
score, like the film and book, is darker than previous instalments in the series. A Japanese Taiko drum was
used for a deeper sound in the percussion. Differences from the book[ edit ] At pages in the British edition and
in the American edition, Order of the Phoenix is the longest book in the Harry Potter series. My job was to
stay true to the spirit of the book, rather than to the letter". So, you feel like, if not the details of that story, at
least the spirit of it is present in the film". Things get trimmed out, but I kept the meat of that in there â€” and
that was what really gave me the coming-of-age story. In the book, Hermione blackmails her into writing an
article that supports Harry as the rest of the Wizarding world denies his claims. It was made available online
on 20 November , on the Happy Feet website. They were essentially the same picture, though one advertised
the IMAX release. In one poster, the profile of Hermione, played by Emma Watson, was made curvier as the
outline of her breasts was enhanced. Melissa Anelli, webmistress of noted fan site The Leaky Cauldron ,
wrote: Unfortunately this image was accidentally posted on the IMAX website". WB has tried to stick with
day-and-date releases for most countries, except the Middle East and a few minor markets which were to be in
holidays at that point. The set of summer releases, even though the films are typically released in the winter,
"really maximises our opportunity", said a representative for WB. Rowling made a public appearance.
However, after complaints from the Australian community, including a petition garnering 2, signatures the
date was pulled back to 11 July This can only be found in those purchased at Target stores Future Shop in
Canada since it is a Target exclusive. The package included a one-time-only code that activated a digital copy
of the film, which may be played on a computer with Windows Media Player. The digital copy, however, is
not playable on Macintosh or Apple Inc. In the UK the result was similar. Yates was praised for his transition
from television to mainstream cinema; he had not directed a theatrical film prior to Order of the Phoenix.
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Chapter 7 : Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix | Harry Potter Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (Harry Potter #5) Grade 4 Up-Harry has just returned to Hogwarts after a
lonely summer. Dumbledore is uncommunicative and most of the students seem to think Harry is either conceited or
crazy for insisting that Voldemort is back and as evil as ever.

Searching for streaming and purchasing options Common Sense is a nonprofit organization. Your purchase
helps us remain independent and ad-free. Get it now on Searching for streaming and purchasing options A lot
or a little? Rowling borrows from many established stories and myths to piece together her magical world.
Kids can look up more about centaurs, giants, bogarts, flying brooms, magic wands, etc. See the "Families
Can Talk about" section for more discussion ideas. Positive Messages Friendship, love, bravery, and loyalty
are always major themes in the series. This book also tackles more mature themes like dealing with loss and
subverting authority in a constructive way when authority nasty Professor Umbridge is clearly in the wrong.
Rule-breaking is punished harshly in this book, which makes students question authority even more. Violence
Lots, including some gore, and the death of a major character. Teens fight adults who threaten their lives.
Harry is tortured until he is writhing in pain. A teacher oversees cruel punishments for misbehavior, drawing
some blood. A character is brutally attacked by a snake. Sex A kiss, not described, and some talk about
crushes and relationships. Harry and Cho go to a tea shop where other couples are kissing near them.
Language A couple instances of "damn" and plenty of negative words for Professor Umbridge, but no
swearing. Consumerism Chocolate Frogs and other sweets mentioned were at first only fantasy products, but
are now for sale. What parents need to know Parents need to know that though there is a high level of violence
and emotional upset in this fifth novel in the Harry Potter series, positive lessons and a boost to reading ability
more than balance them out. A group of teens fights adults who want to kill them, and a major character dies.
Harry is tortured again with a curse that makes him writhe in pain; another character is attacked by a snake.
Positive themes of friendship, equality, and loyalty continue to flourish. Harry develops a short fuse and needs
help from his friends to work through his anger and frustration. Parents who want to learn more about the
series and spin-off movies and games can read our Harry Potter by Age and Stage article. Stay up to date on
new reviews. Get full reviews, ratings, and advice delivered weekly to your inbox.
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Chapter 8 : Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix Book Review
DID IT SUCK? - Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix [PART 1] - Duration: 10 Harry Potter Book Changes That
Ruined The Movies - Duration: WhatCulture , views.

After using magic to defend himself, Harry is visited by a group of wizards and whisked off to number twelve,
Grimmauld Place, London. The Order is a group of wizards, led by Hogwarts headmaster Albus Dumbledore,
dedicated to fighting evil Lord Voldemort and his followers. The Order is forced to operate in secrecy, outside
of the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Magic, which is headed by the dense and corrupt Cornelius Fudge. Fudge
refuses to believe that Lord Voldemort has returned. Harry used magic to fight off the dementors, and since
underage wizards are not permitted to use their wands outside of school, he must face a disciplinary hearing at
the Ministry. The Sorting Hat, which traditionally sorts all new students into one of four houses, cautions the
students against becoming too internally divided. Meanwhile, the wizard newspaper, the Daily Prophet,
continues printing untrue and unfair stories about Harry. Many of his classmates are whispering about him
behind his back, but Harry ignores them and tries to concentrate on his studies, since all fifth-year students at
Hogwarts are required to take O. Umbridge refuses to teach her students how to perform Defense spells, and
before long, Fudge appoints her High Inquisitor of Hogwarts, giving her the authority to inspect all faculty
members and evaluate their skills. Twenty-five other students sign up, and they meet as often as possible to
learn and practice Defense spells. Harry wishes desperately to contact his godfather Sirius to discuss the
situation, but Umbridge is inspecting all Owl Mail and patrolling the fires that students can use to make
contact with wizards residing outside of Hogwarts. Umbridge openly dislikes Harry, whom she considers a
liar, and eventually bans him from the Gryffindor Quidditch team. Harry continues to have upsetting dreams
about walking down a corridor at the Department of Mysteries, deep inside the Ministry of Magic. At the end
of the corridor, Harry goes through several doors and enters a room full of dusty glass spheres. Harry always
wakes up before he finds out what the dream means or what the spheres signify. Harry wakes up horrified, and
Professor McGonagall takes him to Dumbledore immediately. Dumbledore uses the portraits on the walls of
his office to raise an alert, and Mr. Weasley is promptly rescued by two members of the Order. Dumbledore
then demands that Harry take Occlumency lessons with Professor Snape, which should help Harry protect his
mind against further invasions by Lord Voldemort. Harry is unsuccessful at Occlumency because he has such
difficulty clearing his mind of all thoughts, making it difficult for him to focus on closing his mind off to all
outside influence. Dumbledore takes full responsibility for the group and resigns as Headmaster. Umbridge
takes over his position. The students begin taking their O. Horrified, Harry becomes determined to save him.
Hermione warns Harry that Voldemort may be deliberately trying to lure Harry to the Department of
Mysteries, but Harry is too concerned about Sirius to take any chances. Hermione and Harry convince
Umbridge to follow them into the forest, where they claim to be hiding a weapon for Dumbledore. Once in the
forest, Centaurs carry Umbridge away. Harry and his friends climb aboard flying horses called thestrals and
speed off to the Ministry. Once they arrive, Harry cannot find Sirius and realizes that Hermione was right.
Harry grabs the sphere, and Death Eaters surround to attack, demanding that Harry hand over the prophecy.
Employing all of their Defense skills, Harry, Ron, Hermione, Ginny, Luna, and Neville have moderate success
fighting the Death Eaters, but they are ultimately helped enormously by the arrival of several members of the
Order. In the midst of the fight, Harry drops the glass sphere, and it shatters. Dumbledore appears and corrals
the Death Eaters. Voldemort and Lestrange escape, just as Fudge shows up. Dumbledore sends Harry back to
school, where he explains how the sphere was a prophecy, which stated that Harry has a power that Voldemort
does not know about. Dumbledore explains that this power is love. The prophecy goes on to claim that Harry
will either destroy Voldemort or be destroyed by him. Dumbledore takes this opportunity to tell Harry why he
must spend his summers with the Durselys in Little Whinging. As long as he still calls Little Whinging home,
Harry is safe.
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Harry Potter and The Order of the Phoenix by: J.K. Rowling Harry Potter and The Order of the Phoenix is a novel by J.
K. Rowling that was first published in
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